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Introduction 

Intercalation or inserion transition metal oxide electrodes are ionic host compounds that 

possess important technological applications in electrochromic devices, lithium ion batteries, 

electrocatalysis and sensor probes. Intercalation is the process of inserting an atom (or ion 

with its charge compensating electrons) into a solid and removing the atom from the solid. 

Two properties distinguish intercalation compounds from other solids: the guests are mobile, 

moving between sites in the host lattice, and the concentration of guests can change. During 

electrochemical intercalation process, the insertion of a cation into the solid host by migration 

or diffusion is coupled with the insertion/extraction of electron into/from the lattice. 

There are two different types of insertion. In case of insertion into layered structures, the 

structure of the host lattice remains unchanged over the entire stoichiometry range, so the 

initial structure alters to a solid-solution type phase by topochemical reaction. In other cases, 

the lattice is distorted during insertion of guests, and non-stoichiometric phase forms or first 

or higher order phase transformation occurs. Due to the complexity of the ion insertion 

process, it is not possible to separate exactly all the existing kinetic processes even with 

electrochemical impedance analysis. Therefore, despite the many investigations and 

electrochemical methods have been reported in the literature, there is a lack of consistent 

identified kinetic models related to intercalation systems. 

Aims 

In my PhD thesis, the electrochemical preparation of tungsten oxide and iridium oxide 

thin films and the electrochemical characterization of their electrochromic reactions have been 

studied. The kinetics of hydrogen insertion into tungsten trioxide and the hydrogen extraction 

from hydrated iridium dioxide have been explored in acidic and basic aqueous electrolytes 

using DC and AC techniques. Our investigations resulted in the detailed electrochemical 

interpretation of the electrochemical properties enabling the various technical applications of 

these materials, and in the identification of the applicability of theoretical models describing 

the electrochemical impedance response of hydrogen insertion/extraction process. 

For the preparation of mixed (ion and electron) conducting oxides on the parent metals, 

we developed novel potential-, or current pulsing methods. 
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a) By bipolar current pulsing method non-hydrated, crystalline, white WO3 films were 

prepared. During the electrochromic reaction the tungsten trioxide transforms to blue non-

stoichiometric hydrogen tungsten bronzes  

 33 WOHeHWO xxx  (1) 

where 5,00 x . 

b) Applying bipolar potential pulsing on iridium substrate, hydrated iridium oxide film 

forms. The electrochromic reaction taking place in the film is the following: 

 -
2323 eHOHOHIrOOHOHIr nnnn  (2) 

where n is the apparent charge number change, which varies between 0  n  1. The colorized 

films are blue-black, the reduced ones are white. 

In both materials, the colorizing reaction is accompanied with semiconductor metal 

conductivity switching. 

WO3 is well-known as exhibiting good electrochromic properties, and it is the most 

frequently examined transition metal oxide. Due to the technological importance, the 

investigations were mainly focused on the colour change, stability and optical response time. 

Surprisingly, the kinetics of the reaction was only roughly elaborated. e.g. the electrochemical 

impedance spectroscopic response functions (EIS) were most often treated in terms of 

generalized Randles circuit. 

In contrast with our WO3 films, the anodic IrO2 films are hydrous and having disordered 

crystal structure. The kinetics of the electrochromic reaction is not elucidated neither in acidic 

nor in basic solutions, and there is no comprehensive model of the EIS behaviour yet. 

The main goal of this PhD work was to describe their intercalation mechanism based on 

detailed experimental background for understanding and fitting the EIS data. 

Methods 

Experimental techniques: 

The oxide films were prepared by square-wave pulsing methods. For the production 

of tungsten trioxide a novel current pulsing method was developed. The iridium dioxide films 

were prepared by potential pulsing method. 

The morphology of the gained oxide films was examined by scanning electron 

microscopy. 
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Cyclic voltammetric measurements were carried out for electrochemical kinetic 

characterization of the redox processes. 

The existence or the lack of phase transitions was deduced from quasi-stationary low-

current charging/discharging measurements. 

The detection of the phase transitions occuring during hydrogen insertion/extraction 

into/from tungsten trioxide and the determination of kinetic and thermodynamic parameters 

were carried out by galvanostatic and potentiostatic intermittent titration measurements. 

The phase structures were examined by X-ray diffractometry. 

The electrical conducting properties of the oxides were studied by potentiodynamic 

impedance measurements. 

The electrochemical impedance spectroscopic (EIS) measurements were taken in 

the frequency interval of 30 kHz to 1 mHz. 

The detailed kinetic models of the hydrogen insertion/extraction process into/from the 

oxides have been set up on the basis of 

a) hydrogen overvoltage measurements of HxWO3 bronzes; 

b) charge compensating processes due to the hydrous nature of the OHOHIrO 23 nn , 

and the structural evaluation of the measured electrochemical impedance transfer functions 
(EIS) by mathematical modelling and CNLS fitting procedures. 

Theoretical models: 

The electrochemical impedance data were evaulated in terms of the hydrogen insertion 

under restricted diffusion models as  

the general expression of the linear diffusion impedance in the case of iridium dioxide 

films, and 

the linear diffusion-trapping impedance in tungsten trioxide films, respectively. 

The chemical diffusion coefficient of the hydrogen ion and the thermodynamic 

enhancement factor (W) were calculated on the thermodynamic and transport theory 

applied to mixed-conducting electrodes by Weppner and Huggins. 
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New scientific results 

a) Anhydrous WO3 film has been produced on polished tungsten metal using a novel current 

pulsing route. Combined coulometric and X-ray diffractometric measurements were carried 

out for the detection and identification of phase transformations occuring during hydrogen 

insertion/extraction. On the basis of cyclic voltammograms and coulometric titration curves 

the kinetic correspondences of the CV-pattern were suggested. The observed structural 

irreversibility of the hydrogen insertion process was incorporated into the electrochemical 

impedance model being succesfully applied for the CNLS fitting procedures. 

The new scientific results of the electrochemically prepared WO3 films are summarized as 

follows: 

1. Anhydrous, ortorhombic tungsten trioxide films of about 1.5 μm thick were prepared 

by anodic-cathodic current pulsing (3 Hz). The deviation from the monoclinic structure stable 

at room temperature is attributable to the repeating phase transformations during hydrogen 

insertion/extraction cycles. 

2. The following transformations were identified during the reduction of the ortorhombic 

WO3 phase: 

ortorhombic WO3 →tetragonal-B HxWO3 →tetragonal-A HxWO3. 

with the composition range suggested on the basis of our coulometric titration/XRD data and 

the literature database: 

 ortorhombic WO3 x<0,02 

 tetragonal-B HxWO3 0,07<x<0,15 

 tetragonal-A HxWO3 0,31<x<0,41. 

3. The cyclic voltammetric current peaks correspond to the diffusion-controlled hydrogen 

insertion/extraction into/from the corresponding phases. The o↔tB↔tA phase transitions are 

reversible in as-prepared oxide films. After several cycles or in aged films irreversible waves 

were observed. Under moderate oxidation potential the hydrogen can not been totally 

removed from the oxide. The trapped hydrogen resulted in an ortorhombic HxWO3 phase with 

lattice parameters determined by XRD. 

4. During the structural evaluation of the impedance we established the intercalation 

mechanism assuming that condition of linear diffusion prevails in the thin oxide layers. 

In tungsten oxide hydrogen insertion takes place in two steps: the first step is hydrogen ion 

chemisorption on the surface, which is followed by insertion into the lattice coupled with 
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charge transfer. Therefore, the AC equivalent circuit contains a series adsorption RC circuit 

connected in series with the restricted linear diffusion-trapping impedance. The expression of 

the impedance transfer function is as follows: 
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This model successfully described the intercalation process in the metallic host in the 

function of potential and of the slow change of quasi-stationary condition with fairly good 

fitting statistics. The effects causing time constant dispersion of the double layer and the 

adsorption capacitance could be formally approached by CPE elements. In the diffusion-

trapping impedance model the hindering of diffusion is modeled by the bonding of hydrogen 

ion to the lattice sites, and we established that time constant of trapping process is two times 

larger than the diffusion time constant. This may explain why the capacitive saturation typical 

to the restricted diffusion in thin films could not be observed on the impedance diagrams even 

at the lowest 1 mHz frequencies. This can indirectly prove that hydrogen trapping in the 

bronzes x≤0,4 – similarly in cubic bronzes with higher hydrogen content – causes the 

HxWO3→WO3-x(OH)x transformation. 

5. Based on the impedance parametric evaluation and slope of the titration curve, the 

chemical diffusion coefficients of hydrogen are 7,9·10-11 cm2 s-1 in tB phase , 2,8·10-11 cm2 s-1 

in tA phase, respectively. In fairly good accordance, the values gained by GITT and PITT 

techniques are in the same order of magnitude. In the o-WO3 phase higher D~  values (2,0·10-

9 cm2 s-1) were determined by GITT measurements. From the GITT measurements the 

thermodynamic enhancement factor W was calculated in order to estimate the component 

diffusion coefficient. The calculated 2-3 values of the enhancement factors are in accordance 

with the plausible electronic properties of the films, i.e. the unity electron transference 

number, and the ratio of charge carriers in the film (zici ce). 

b) The hydrated iridium dioxide films of about 1-2 μm were prepared by anodic-cathodic 

potential pulsing method (10 Hz). The occurent structural changes were examined by low 

current density charging/discharging experiments. A detailed cyclic voltammetric 

investigation has been carried out for determining the kinetic predominance and the apparent 

charge number change of the waves. A thermodynamic expression was derived describing the 

effects causing the breaking and the anomal slope of experimental E-pH curves. On the basis 

of this relationship the application of iridium dioxide film as pH sensor was characterized. 
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Reaction paths of the insertion reaction belonging to each CV peaks were suggested. The 

structural evaluation of the impedance transfer functions was based on the parallel coupling of 

the proton-electron transport with the charge compensating processes. 

The new scientific results of our experiments are summarized as follows: 

1. The quasi-stationary charging/discharging curves measured on electrochemically 

prepared, hydrous iridium dioxide films indicated that the hydrogen extraction/insertion is of 

a solid-solution type reaction. 

2. The partial reaction paths belonging to each CV peaks decribing the (2) electrochromic 

reaction were suggested. 

On the main reversible charge storage peak in acid and base, in the disordered rutile structure 

having sites with different hydration, the Ir(III)- oxyhydroxide transforms to electroactive 

hydroxide by fast proton exchange between the lattice site and the solution phase: 

 o23v2 HOHOHIrHO2HIrOOH  

 eHOHOHIrOOHOHIr v2223 , 

where vH  and oH  stand for proton moving on the lattice and exchanging between the oxide 

and the solution. 

As a result of a stronger reduction the presence of even more hydrated Ir(III)- hydroxide can 

be assumed in the film, as a consequence its oxidation is favoured at more negative potential: 

eOHO2HIrOO2HIrOOH 322223  The absence of the cathodic counterpart of 

this peak is the result of a following fast structural rearrangement of the product to Ir(IV)-

oxihydroxide, OHOHIrOO2HIrO 2222 , which can give a CV surface response yet at 

more positive potentials. 

3. By voltammetry, in the corresponding potential range, it was proved, that one electron 

Ir(III)/Ir(IV) transformation takes place also in basic electrolytes. The appearence of a second 

surface wave on the CV curves is probably attributable to formation of new reactive Ir sites 

during the hydration of the inner oxide lattice. 

4. In the structural modeling of the electrochemical impedance transfer function we 

established that the Faraday process and the charge compensating process originating from 

the hydration of the film could be treated as coupled parallel processes. While the transport of 

electrons and the charge compensating protons are coupled, the rate determining step is the 

transport of protons on the oxide lattice by Grotthus-type mechanism. The non-Faradaic 

processes (solution flow, lattice charge-compensating counterion transport) coupled with 
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charge transfer are considered in a parallel adsorption branch. The impedance transfer 

function corresponding to these model is the following: 
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At potentials of the second surface wave in basic solution, the non-uniform distribution of 

the inner electroactive sites formed by hydration was taken into account in the impedance 

modelling in order to describe the low-frequency deviations. In this case the general linear 

diffusion element is formulated -instead of a totally blocking film/metal interface - with a 

terminal impedance of a semi-infinite diffusion element. These functions describe the 

electrochromic process in the function of potential and pH with fairly good statistics. Two 

processes contribute to the high charge storage capacity of the oxide: the coupled proton-

electron transfer (redox capacity) and the diffusion and migration processes taking place in 

the oxide/electrolyte interface (capacitance of non-faradaic processes). 

5. For the values of apparent diffusion coefficient 10-9-10-7 cm2 s-1 values were 

determined, these are in the range of proton diffusion coefficients determined in other 

hydrated oxides. 
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